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An efficient method for the internal structural imaging of cultural wooden relics 
was explored through experimental techniques of three-dimensional (3-D) 
tomography and reconstruction. The techniques of filtering and segmentation 
were applied to the 3-D scanned data of wooden cultural relics.To obtain high 
resolution 3D data model, it was necessary to preprocess the raw data after CT 
scanning. Preprocessing included denoising, filtering, and segmentation. After 
completing these three steps, three-dimensional reconstruction experiments 
were carried out (including surface rendering and volume rendering). After the 
3-D reconstruction, the wood internal properties were visually analyzed and 
used to create internal structural imaging of wooden artifacts. On the basis of 
volume rendering, wooden artifacts could be graphically divided at any angle 
and any position. The textures of local wooden relics were clearly revealed in 
the segmentation of the reconstruction pictures, and these were compared with 
the presented internal structural image testing of the wooden artifacts. This 
study showed that the proposed technology can successfully create internal 
structural images of wooden artifacts, as well as provide important data and 
models to support the renovation and recovery of the cultural wooden relics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Currently, three-dimensional (3-D) tomography technology is mainly used in the 

medical field but not in the protection and identification of wooden artifacts. However, 

there are some studies utilizing structural imaging technology in wood. Kak and Slaney 

(1988) used computed temography (CT) to analyze and graph X-ray detection results. 

Schmoldt et al. (1999) visualized the internal structure of wood with X-rays; the initial 

approach only contained one signal detector, and the wood had to be constantly moved. 

Ekevad (2004) described a CT-directional method where the fiber directions of wood in 3-

D space were calculated from the pixel information on a series of two-dimensional (2-D) 

computed tomography images. This CT-directional method is a nondestructive way to 

measure fiber directions locally and in the interior of a piece of wood. Sarigul et al. (2005) 

developed the IntelliPost model system to improve the CT detection ability of wood 

defects. This system contained a learning model and an operation model. The learning 

model included wood defects identified by the operating equipment and established a 

system imaging rules for defects. The operational model discriminated the defects 
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automatically based on the learning model. This system can be applied to inspect wood 

from different trees.  

CT coupled with artificial neural network technology has allowed nondestructive 

tests on wood through structural imaging technology. The feed-forward back-propagation 

artificial neural network is the most efficient CT image processing method (Wei et al. 

2011). Other studies have attemped to reconstruct 3-D logs or board images from two-

dimensional (2-D) CT images, but there have been no studies of 3-D reconstruction. 

Mikolajska et al. (2012) described the difference between neutron and X-ray photon-based 

radiographic technologies. Brodersen (2013) discussed the origins of xylem 

reconstructions using traditional methods, current applications of mu CT in plant biology, 

and pertinent technical considerations associated with this technique. Zhao et al. (2015) 

generated a 3-D reconstruction of Guqin cavity through Mimics software of a surface 

rendering method and converted the 2-D CT tomography images into three-dimensional 

images. This method showed the complete interior structural form in Guqin, and the 

parameters of cavity dimensions were obtained. (Zhao et al. 2015). However, the internal 

visualization was limited to a direction of CT tomography. 

Some other studies showed that CT can be applied in other wood materials, 

bamboo, and metal. Li et al. (2013) present a combined X-ray CT method and an adapted 

version of the electrical resistance MC measurement method for detailed studies on MC 

distribution in wood products. Johnson et al. (2014) studied the number of connected 

vessels in larger samples by using high-resolution computed tomography and three-

dimensional (3-D) image analysis. Carolina et al. (2015) developed a methodology for 

modelling spatial variations of relative wood density using variograms on XRCT images.  

Wang et al. (2016) used X-ray computed tomography (CT) to study the properties and 

structures of bamboo materials. Li et al. (2017) introduced computed tomography (CT) 

scanning technology which was employed to observe the morphology of damage degrees 

as well as to explore the mechanism of degradation behavior of BLVL. Wu and Withers 

(2017) introduced the basic 3D and time-lapse (4D) tomographic methods and discussed 

their advantages and limitations across a range of the applications.  
CT can be used to obtain high-precision 3-D models without damaging cultural 

wooden relics (Qiu and Zhang 2008). Dotting was used to utilize GOSAN (white light 

scanner) and HANDYSCAN (red light scanner) in order to scan cultural wooden relics due 

to their small chromatism. However, some precious cultural relics are untouchable, not to 

mention dotting (Zhao et al. 2017).  

Laser scanning can be divided into white light scanning, blue light scanning, and 

red light scanning, and their results differ with the same equipment due to various 

characteristics of light sources. For example, results of white light scanning generally have 

the worst accuracy, while those of the other two seem similar. The authors conducted three-

dimensional reconstruction and printing experiments by using GOSAN, HANDYSCAN, 

and COMET 6 (blue light scanner), for which the precision of the results was not as high 

as that produced by CT scanner. Moreover, patches are compulsory in red light scanning, 

usually with 4 patch points scattering in 10 cm, serving as positioning coordinates during 

the scanning process (Zhao et al. 2017). A reverse process to remove them is required after 

the scanning, which may cause irreversible damage to some precious cultural relics that 

require special operations for preservation. In addition, the laser scanning is not able to 

provide the internal structural information of the tested object. Comparing with 3-D 

scanning, the advantage of CT is that internal structure of the scanned relics can be obtained 

(Zhao et al. 2017). Taking the experiment of Noble Consort couch as an example, not only 
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was the 3-D model obtained with as high resolution as was practical, but the internal texture 

of the specimen was visible. Three-dimensional tomography can obtain a clear internal 

structure of wood artifacts. In this experiment, for example, the three-dimensional model 

of the royal couch obtained was highly consistent with the physical objects, and the texture 

inside the wood specimen was precise. The digital model records real three-dimensional 

information and texture information for wood artifacts, providing important support for 

cultural relics restoration and restoration. 

While the digital processing of cultural wooden relics can be achieved through 3-

D expression and virtual display, it can also record the original 3-D information and texture 

information of the cultural relics through the accurate digital model. This data and 

modeling supports the restoration and recovery of cultural relics (Zhao et al. 2017). 

Since ancient time, the identification of cultural relics, called “Observation”, was 

by means of the appraiser's personal experience and moral qualities (Yue 2011; Zheng et 

al. 2014). With the development of science and technology, the craftsmanship of fake 

cultural wooden relics has reached its peak, which then results in difficulties in the 

distinction of original and fake ones by “Observation”. For a long time, the identification 

of original and fake cultural relics has been carried out by the appraiser, while the variety 

in professional quality and moral levels of these appraisers greatly influence the results of 

the identification. Yet many cultural relics fakes are being traded in the market, such that 

the accuracy of their identification based on the appraiser’s visual and tactile evaluation is 

doubtable. It is difficult to distinguish them only by eye, which makes it an urgent need to 

identify them with modern techniques. As a modern technological approach, CT can 

provide technical support for the identification and protection of cultural wooden relics. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 

Experimental Preparation 
The first step was to prepare the wooden articles. The second step was to put the 

prepared wooden artifacts into the CT tube. The parameter settings of the CT scan are 

shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Philips 16 Row CT Scan Parameters   

Major Equipment Product Parameters 

Fastest Scanning Time 360:0.4 s 

Number of Layers Per Scan 16 

Thinnest Layer Thickness 0.75 mm 

Thinnest Image Reconstruction Layer Thickness 0.6 mmu 

Biggest Layer Thickness 12 mm 

Image Reconstruction Speed Transcripts/s 

Scanning Visual Field 25 cm, 50 cm 

Image Reconstruction Matrix 512 × 512, 1024 × 1024 (optional) 

Maximum Scanning Time Per Single Spiral 100 s 

Maximum Range Per Single Spiral  150 cm 

Orientation Every direction 

Locating Image Length 175 cm 

 

The third step, using MATLAB (Massachusetts, US) for image segmentation 

experiments in a Window 7 operating system (Washington, US) to verify the effectiveness 

of this method.  As the fourth step in the experiments, the CT images of wooden relics were 
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reconstructed by volume rendering and surface rendering, respectively, using the self-

developed medical image system based on VTK. In the fifth step, the medical image 

analysis software OSIRLX (Bernex, Switzerland)  was used to segment the different 

positions and angles. 

 
Materials 

The experimental materials used in this study included Noble Consort couch 

(carved piece  painted decoration), size (27 cm ×11 cm × 9 cm). 
 

3-D Visualization 
 The OTSU algorithm method was applied in the 3D-visualization of wooden relics 

due to the high similarity in grayscale of CT images produced by the objects. OTSU was 

originally introduced by Nobuyuki in the field of image processing in the late 1970s for 

the analysis of binary images, which was usually used to segment CT images in a region-

based situation. Apart from the grayscale, some objects in the cultural wooden relics were 

in mortise and tenon connections, which fits the situation of OTSU method (Mehmet and 

Bulent 2004). 

The OTSU method is widely used in the field of medical image segmentation. It 

possesses some advantages such as high calculating speed and positioning accuracy. But it 

is innately susceptible to noise, which can result in either under-segmentation or over-

segmentation (Cai et al. 2017; Farag et al. 2017; Shahzad et al. 2017; Tovia-Brodie et al. 

2017; Xiong et al. 2017; Yan et al. 2017). Therefore, the present work combined multiple 

methods to overcome this drawback; these methods and the processes are shown in Fig.1. 

Firstly, the CT images of cultural wooden relics were filtered and smoothed. Then the 

smoothed images were segmented by using OTSU method. Finally, the 3D-reconstructed 

images were obtained based on the segmented CT images. 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of 3-D reconstruction of CT image 

 

Total Variation Filtering 

There are many non-linear filtering methods, such as the classic median filter, mean 

filter, and bilateral filtering (Lu et al. 2017). The median filter, in which the noise 

component is difficult to select, does not affect the output, but the speed is very slow. The 

mean filter is the average calculation of the noise components; therefore the output is 

affected by noise. The Gaussian low-pass filter can remove noise to smooth the image and 

can generate a blurred edge (Cai et al. 2017). Bilateral filtering is a compromise between 

the spatial proximity of the image and the similarity of the pixel values (Cai et al. 2004). 

Considering the similarity of spatial information and the gray-level similarity, it can 

remove noise and have features of being simple, iterative, and partial (Huang 2015; Liang 

et al. 2015; Binge et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2017; Sarrafpour et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017). 

The model based on total variation is an optimization model that needs to be solved 
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iteratively. Compared with the above algorithm, the total variation model has a better effect 

on CT images. Therefore, this model is adopted in this paper. In Eq. 1, g(x, y) is the CT 

image with noises, n(x, y) is the noise of CT image, and f (x, y) is the clear image that needs 

to be restored, the equation is: 

 g(𝑥, 𝑦) = f(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)       (1) 

According to Eq. 1, the total variation model can be expressed in Eq. 2, 

min
f

{𝜆∫
Ω

|∇𝑓| 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 + ∫
Ω

(𝑔 − 𝑓)2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦} min
f

{𝜆∫
Ω

|∇𝑓| 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 +

∫
Ω

(𝑔 − 𝑓)2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦}         (2) 

where λ is a smoothing coefficient in which the greater the value, the more clear recovery 

the smooth image has. The optimization in Eq. 2 can be adopted in the traditional gradient 

descent algorithm, shown in Eq. 3, 

 
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑡
=  𝜆𝑑𝑖𝑣 (

∇𝑓

|∇𝑓|𝜀
) − 2(𝑓 − 𝑔)      (3) 

where div is the divergence operator, ε is a small positive number used to avoid the total 

variation non-differentiable, and t is a manually selected time step which was the value 

chosen to meet the conservation rate (the CFL conditions). 

In addition to the gradient descent method, some fast algorithms such as split 

Bregman, principal dual, alternating direction multivariable, and other algorithms can also 

be used to deal with the total variation model. This article does not go into details of these 

methods. 

 

OTSU Threshold Segmentation 
The OTSU algorithm is an adaptive threshold segmentation algorithm (Ouadfel and 

Taleb-Ahmed 2016; Zortea et al. 2017). Based on the grayscale value characteristics, the 

image can usually be divided into the foreground and the background. If the grayscale 

value of the foreground and background differs greatly, the internal variance is also great. 

This means that the probability of segmentation error should be minimized.  

Assuming that 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is the filtered image, its size is 𝑀 × 𝑁 𝑀 ×
𝑁. Selecting threshold to split 𝑓(x, y)  𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) into foreground and background; the 

number of pixels in the foreground is s1𝑠1𝑠1, and the mean gray-scale is u1. The number 

of pixels in the background is s2, and the mean gray-scale is u2. The ratio of the foreground 

and background in the image is shown in Eqs. 4 and 5, 

 𝑤1 =
𝑠1

(𝑀 × 𝑁)
𝑤1 =

𝑠1

(𝑀 × 𝑁)
                   (4) 

 𝑤2 =
𝑠2

(𝑀 𝑥 𝑁)
 𝑤2 =

𝑠2

(𝑀 𝑥 𝑁)
                   (5) 

The total gray scale of the image is shown in Eq. 6,  

 𝑢 =  𝑢1 × 𝑤1 + 𝑢2 × 𝑤2𝑢 =  𝑢1 × 𝑤1 + 𝑢2 × 𝑤2                           (6) 

and the inner variance of the image at this time is shown in Eq. 7, 

 𝑓(𝑇) = 𝑤1 × (𝑢1 − 𝑢2)2 + 𝑤2 × (𝑢 − 𝑢2)2                                        (7) 

Through all the thresholds to find the T results in the largest intra-variance f(T) and 

is the final segmentation result. 
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Experimental Analysis 
             To verify the effectiveness of the method mentioned in Fig.1, data from CT images 

of the wood relic were analyzed by MATLAB on Window 7 system for image segment 

experiments. A Philips Brilliance 16 CT scanner was used to scan the rosewood relic, 

which was decorated by paint and was in a size of 27cm×11cm×9cm. The layer thickness 

was set as 0.75 mm, and 146 images were obtained. The 143th (Fig. 2) was taken for further 

processes. 

 

De-noising 

In CT scanning experiments, noise from the equipment and environment can result 

in unclear images. De-noising is a process that removes this noise from signals. The 

original CT image (without de-noising) of the rosewood relic were found to have many 

contour points and its gray levels were uneven. Therefore, the total variation filter was 

applied due to its capacity of contourlet transformation, and the outcome de-noised CT 

image was shown in Fig. 3. In comparison with the original image, the de-noised image 

had even, gray levels and clear, smooth contours.      

 
Fig. 2. Image de-noising results (Remove the image in the digital experiment and the 
transmission process is often influenced by the imaging device and the external environmental 
noise impact noise)                       

 
Fig. 3. Filtered results (Image filtering, as far as possible to retain the details of the image 
characteristics of the target image to suppress the noise, the effect of its processing will directly 
affect the subsequent image processing and analysis of the effectiveness and reliability.) 
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Image filtering  

Wave filtering is an operation that filters the frequency of a particular band in the 

signal, and it is important in suppressing and preventing interference. Wave filtering is 

divided into classical filtering and modern filtering. In considering the specificity of the 

various filters, one of the classical filtering, the bilateral filter was applied in this 

experiment. Considering spatial information and gray level similarity, it can  preserve the 

edge and eliminate the noise, and has the character for simple, non-iterative part (Cai et al. 

2004; Yu et al. 2009). This paper uses bilateral filter for image filtering. 
 

Image segmentation 

Image segmentation was used to divide the image into a number of specific, unique 

properties of the region and the target image. Figure 4 shows the results of the 

segmentation. The OTSU algorithm was used to separate wooden relics and non-wooden 

relics, shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 4. Image segmentation results (Image segmentation is to divide the image into a number of 
specific, unique properties of the region and the target image)  

 

3-D Reconstruction 

The 3-D reconstruction refers to the establishment of a mathematical model of the 

subject in computer systems. This technology is the basis of dealing, manipulating, and 

analyzing objects in a computer system, which is also a key technology to expressing 

virtual reality. The methods of 3-D reconstruction mainly include a surface rendering 

method and a volume rendering method. The surface rendering method is to build a 

geometric model of the surfaces of a subject, and to manifest the model by using computer 

graphics technology. The results of this is shown in Fig.7. The volume rendering method 

is to display the images by applying a 3-D discretely sampled data set (3-D scalar field), in 

which the geometric model is not required. In this study, the marching cubes algorithm in 

the medical image reconstruction was used for volume rendering. The results are shown in 

Fig. 8. The advantages of volume rendering is that the internal structure can be 

reconstructed. The internal structure is shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. 

The supplemented processes are as shown below: 

(1) The 3D models (saved as DICOM file) of the wood object obtained from the CT 

scanning was imported to Mat lab. 
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(2) Each image was filtered in Mat lab to de-noise. 

(3) Images were then converted to ‘.bmp’ format after segmenting by OTSU algorithm. 

(4) The converted ‘.bmp’ images were used to conduct 3D reconstruction by using 

marching cubes algorithm in TM-Mis, an image diagnostic software. The details were 

shown in the next process below. 

(5) Surface rendering and volume rendering were conducted in TM-Mis.  

The parameter settings of surface rendering are shown in Fig. 5, where the 

smoothness value ranged from 1 to 100, and the pixel value ranged from -1000 to 1000. 

Particularly, the closer the smoothness value is to 100, the smoother the 3D model can be 

printed; and the closer the pixel value is to -1000, the finer the images are in details. On 

the contrary, the closer it is to 1000, the fewer the image details.  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. 3D surface display settings 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. 3D Volume rendering settings 
 

The pixel value in this experiment was set to be -1000 owing to the complex inner 

structure of the wood material. 
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In the volume rendering experiment, we set the window width and window level 

manually, and both of these parameters ranged from -1800 to 1800. The specific values of 

these two parameters should be set according to the density of the specimen (wood). As 

long as the image of the specimen is clear, the values of window width and window level 

are then considered as premium. The values of these two parameters are shown in Fig. 6. 
 

(6) The processed images were saved as ‘stl’ format for 3D printing. 

In the experiments, the CT images of wooden relics were reconstructed by volume 

rendering and surface rendering, respectively, using the self-developed medical image 

system based on VTK (Visualization tool kit, an open source software system, which is 

widely applied in three-dimensional graphics, image processing and visualization). The 

results of the 3-D reconstruction are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Surface rendering results  
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Volume rendering results 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

By setting the parameters of the window width and the window levels, the adjusted 

results of the wood density parameters of the Noble Consort couch were obtained, as shown 

in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 9, there were three kinds of wood with different densities used 

in the Noble Consort couch, the density of the wood in the backrest and frame structure 

was the highest, then the seat, and that in the curl-shaped ends possess the lowest density. 

Currently, wood species are mainly identified through the form of slices, while the 

identification of cultural relics are not allowed to be touched or damaged. First, a series of 

CT experiments were collected to identify the density of different wood species. According 

to the density value, the wood density database for cultural relics was established in order 

to provide supplementary data support. 

 
Table 2. Noble Consort Couch Parameters and Density Values Change List 

The 
Parameter of 
Window and 

Window 
Width 

According to the Change of 
Density Value 

The Parameter 
of Window and 
Window Width 

According to the Change of 
Density Value 

WL: 0 
WW:1000 

 

WL:200 
WW:1000 

 
WL:50 

WW:1000 

 

WL:250 
WW:1000 

 
WL:100 

WW:1000 

 

WL:300 
WW:1000 

 
WL:150 

WW:1000 

 

WL:350 
WW:1000 
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Fig. 9. Component density labeling diagram 

 

 
Fig. 10. Location of the cross-cut wood texture map 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Vertical couch wood texture map of the right side of Noble Consort couch  
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Fig. 12. Vertical couch wood texture map of the  backrest of Noble Consort couch 

 

Secondly, on the basis of volume rendering, the wooden artifacts could be 

graphically divided at any angle and any position. In the segmentation of the picture, the 

wood texture is clearly observed. The experimental results are shown in Figs.10, 11, and 

12. 

More importantly, accurate non-destructive testing of cultural relics can be carried 

out through experiments. The properties of wood as a bio-polymer material will change 

over time. There are a large number of cultural wooden relics that exist all over the world. 

They have survived hundreds to thousands of years, especially in China, South Korea, 

Japan, and other Asian regions where ancient buildings with wooden structures existed. 

Due to natural erosion and man-made impacts, there are damages on the ancient buildings 

from worms, cracks, erosion, distortion, and so on. The beams, columns, purlin, Fang, and 

other load-bearing components often look intact, but the internal damage has already 

occurred. Without immediate protective intervention, a collapse of a part or even the whole 

ancient building could occur. Presently, the methods of stress wave reflectometry, radar 

ultrasonic method, 3-D stress wave tomography, and a resistance meter, which is 

commonly used in nondestructive testing, are physical inferences to detecting the decaying 

positions and the size by acoustic principle. Most of these detection methods of the shape, 

face, size, and other areas have stringent restrictions (Ge et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2014; 

Stelzner and Million 2015; Hu 2016). 

The intuitional analysis and judgment cannot be made on the visualization of the 

inner shape of the nondestructive testing parts. In this experiment, movable CT or CT was 

used to obtain 3-D tomography data and an experimental analysis was conducted. Through 

3-D reconstruction, the internal decay, the exact location of insect damage, size, shape, and 

other specific information of ancient cultural wooden relic components were observed. 

Effective cultural relic protection methods were made and a scientific, effective, and 

reliable technical support for cultural relic protection was provided. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Three-dimensional computed tomography (CT) can be used to visualize the complex 

wooden structures of crafts through computer, which can help experts better 

understand the internal structures of wooden artifacts. 

2. From the comparison of the density and shape of wood, it is possible to identify tree 

species which provides a new method for the identification of wooden artifacts. 

3. With the use of professional 3-D reconstruction software to import fault data, the 3-D 

model can be generated directly and the model can be used as the premise of VR 

technology. It also plays an important role in museums and other popular science 

exhibitions by allowing visitors to see and understand the printed 3-D models at any 

time.   

4. However, many facts contribute to the limited application of 3-D computed 

tomography (CT). For example, the requirements of professional staff participation in 

the printing process and in the current 3-D reconstruction, the high cost of CT 

machines,  the position immobility of CT machines, the inconvenience to carry CT 

machines, the impossibility to scan large specimens, the lack of automatic image 

segmentation software. 

5. Due to the small size of the specimen used in this experiment, the wood textures in 

some parts were not particularly obvious. If used larger wood artifacts in the test, the 

outcome could be better. 
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